
 

OneBlade

 
Protective clean shave

Rechargeable, wet & dry use

 

QP2523/10

OneBlade for protective clean shave
Reduce cuts & redness caused by shave

Philips OneBlade - Unique design to reduce cuts & redness caused by shave,

giving you clean shave while protecting your skin.

Protective clean shave
2-in-1 dual protection system

Unique Easy Catch blade System

Bi-directional Flex System

Easy to use
Durable OneBlade

Water resistant: Use wet & dry

Long lasting battery
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Highlights

2-in-1 dual protection system

2-in-1 mechanism: Skin guard with glide

coating + rounded tips on all edges, offering

gentle touch towards skin, avoiding cuts by

accident, frees you from concerns of cuts.

Unique Easy Catch blade System

Unique Easy Catch blade system works like

shovel blade, designed for horizontally

catching hair. Therefore, you can easily shave

off even flat lying hair that is more difficult,

without the need for multiple passes. No

concerns for skin from cuts and redness.

Bi-directional Flex System

With Bi-directional flex system, the shaver

stays close to skin and can easily shave even

tricky areas like chin and above-lips. No need

to press hard against skin, reducing your

concern of redness caused by overpressure.

Durable OneBlade

The blades are designed for lasting

performance. For optimal performance,

recommend to replace the blade every 9

months*. Replacement is easy and hassle free.

Wet & dry

OneBlade is water resistant, so it is easy to

clean: just rinse it under the tap. You can

shave wet or dry, with or without foam -

whichever you prefer.

Long lasting battery

Rechargeable battery delievers 45 minutes of

constant performance after an 8 hour charge.
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Specifications

Trimming & shaving performance
Shaving system: 2-in-1 dual protection

system, Unique Easy Catch blade system, Bi-

directional flex system

Ease of use
Charging: Rechargeable

Design
Color: Lime green, charcoal grey

Handle: Ribbed rubber grip

Power
Run time: 45 minutes

Charging: 8 hours full charge

Battery type: Ni-MH

Automatic voltage: 100-240 V

Max power consumption: 2 W

Service
2-year guarantee: 2-year guarantee on the

handle

Replacement head QP210, QP220: Replace

every 9 months**

 

* For best shaving experience. Based on 2 full shaves per

week. Actual results may vary.

* *Recommended replacement frequency based on 2 full

shaves per week. Actual results may vary.
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